Message from the Guest Editor

Some scientists have been interested in the generation of artificial strong magnetic fields and their application to research into condensed matter physics. This is because a variety of fascinating phenomena such as the quantum Hall effect and various kinds of quantum phase transitions have been discovered in strong magnetic fields. The potential properties of matter that are hidden in normal conditions can appear in strong magnetic fields as a result of “Magnetic Field-Induced Phase Transitions”.

We invite researchers who employ strong magnetic fields to control material phases to submit papers. The potential topics include:

- Quantum spin systems
- Frustrated magnets
- Transition metal oxides
- Multiferroic materials
- Rare-earth intermetallic compounds
- Molecular solids
- Development of measurement techniques to probe field-induced phase transitions
Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Crystals are a very important class of structured material, both from a scientific and technological viewpoint. In 2011, the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded to Dan Schechtman for his work on quasicrystals. Our journal already expresses in its name *Crystals* that its focus centers around all aspects of this class of materials, which has fascinated humankind from its beginning. Despite decades of research on crystals, it remains a hot and fascinating research topic.

*Crystals* is a good platform for dissemination of knowledge in this area.
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**Rapid publication:** manuscripts are peer-reviewed and a first decision provided to authors approximately 15.2 days after submission; acceptance to publication is undertaken in 5 days (median values for papers published in this journal in the second half of 2018).
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